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Need help combining Connors RSI (2) Scan with ADX +DI and
-DI lines

I've noticed that Connors RSI(2) strategy gives better signals when analyzed along with the ADX +DI and -DI lines. A

(green) +DI crossover above the (red) -DI line complements the RSI (2) oversold readings (below 5) nicely, as does

the reverse with -DI. I wouldn't use RSI (2) on it's own without ADX +DI and -DI confirmation. I'm not so interested in

the (black) ADX trend/non-trend line itself, but mainly focused on the +DI and -DI crossover signals.

Let's also add the requirement that the SMA be over 200.

Using the following scan, how might this be tweaked with the +DI and -DI in mind? Thanks as always!

[group is sp500] and

// today's low is the lowest in x days

[low = min(7,low)] and

// today's rsi2 is NOT the lowest in x (or y) days

[rsi(2) > min(7, rsi(2))] and

// today's close is above today's midpoint

[close > [high+low]*.5]

//end scan

2  crossovers  rsi  adx  connors

Great observation BT! I've noticed the same thing.

May I suggest you change the ADX from the default of 14 to 8 or 7 as the default really lags.

Just my 2 cents.

I don't write scans as I follow individual markets instead.

Peace & happy trading :)

[daily plus di(14) x daily minus di(14)]

or the long version which I usually use because it's easy to change to cross down through altho there is probably an

shorter way to get cross down throughs

[daily plus di(14) > daily minus di(14)] and [yesterday's daily plus di(14) < yesterday's daily minus di(14)]

Best...Doug

oldest newest most voted

(Feb 20 at 11:12)ekwong

Doug the "cross-down" version is just [daily minus di(14) x daily plus di(14)]

Sheesh...So simple ekwong...I'm sorta embarrassed for never figuring that out...Thanks...Doug
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Thanks for the assistance. This seems to be a fairly nuanced scan - strangely I find the RSI 2 compliments the ADX

setting at 14 (which defies logic really) - If I set the ADX to 7, I gets very choppy and sends inconsistent signals in

relation to the faster RSI 2.

Ultimately, I've been working with RSI 2 and ADX 14 and making my moves just before the +DI crosses above the -DI

and just before the RSI 2 hooks up from oversold levels. I ignore all oversold/ overbought RSI 2 signals if the +DI and

-DI have not crossed. Damn effective.

Thanks again for the input - I'm looking forward to tweaking this scan further.....

My 2 cents - this scan needs further thought - close but no cigar. The scan certainly works but the results (RSI 2 and

DI crossovers) are indeed lagging, naturally as they are lagging indicators. Still, the pattern they present allows one to

anticipate the next move with startling accuracy when the RSI 2 and DI crossovers coincide.

If anyone has any further scan tweaks/ suggestions/ analysis, please join in. I feel we are close to finding a highly

effective combination that almost passed under my radar....

FYI - I am reading link text and link text for some inspiration.... (Rosenbloom/ Connors interview and Chuck Lebeau...)
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(Feb 20 at 11:40)Sharptraders

(Feb 20 at 11:51)Gord

Doug, here's another article on the cross above and cross below functions.

http://blogs.stockcharts.com/scanning/2011/04/scans-where-is-the-crosses-below-function-.html

(Feb 20 at 11:41)Sharptraders

I'm going to take a look at that combo...Thanx...Doug
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